
Spiritual Leadership Series ~ Harmony 
Within Disharmony 

 

 

 

Mushiba: Each day, it seems that there is more ~ and new types of ~ upheaval 

in both our individual and global life. Yet, even though some are living in the 

conflict, they are not of the conflict. How can that be? Waith explains this 

supposed conflict as Harmony Within Disharmony: 

Waith: “The earth plane is a training ground of disharmony and  what you 

try to do is become harmonious within the disharmonious.”  

Question: “Because the Self comes in within different incarnations to 

learn lessons, can we sometimes be experiencing something in the 

concrete that the Soul’s been working on for a long time ~ different 

patterns of experiences come up again and again?”  

Waith: “Yes. The same layer of Self does not always come into the 

concrete. There are some layers that have never been in the concrete of 
Self and there are some layers of Self that come and go. 

“As one level learns something, it retreats into Self and another level 

comes in and learns something ~ retreats into Self, talks with the level that 

was just in, hopefully communicating, sharing information. It is a way in 
which the levels can learn to live with each other. 



“When a higher level actually infuses, there is no longer the need to have 

that line of communication. That higher level brings in all of the 

understandings that the other lower levels have gone through in their 
experiences ~ it is part of the consciousness, and also part of the Soul 

memory.” 

Achieving Harmony within Disharmony begins with Self and our ability to 

Connect With Self ~ little step by little steps. There is no need to compare and 

contrast ourselves with others because we are all teachers and learners. The 

Universe sets up (along with Self’s Soul) the appropriate litt le step by little steps, 

and as we walk our path, it will be easier if we Focus on Lightheartedness and 

the Spreading of Light! 

Question to Ponder: What role is played by our Sparks and Spots in helping to 

achieve Harmony Within Disharmony? 


